THE BEST VIDEO SURVEILLANCE SOLUTION OF THE MARKET FOR HOME’s NEEDS
Do you have any or several of the following concerns or needs?






To deter intruders, monitoring the rear of the home, the main entrance and/ or the exit gate of your garage.
To monitor your children when they are not at the school, especially when you are relying them on a babysitter working at home.
To record any irregular activity at home, especially when an intrusion takes place into the property, which might help the police.
To remotely view video records (since any place out of home) on live or past. Private viewing is warranted using a proper Login.
To have the possibility to get camera alarms on your e-mail account.

Let us to quote you several options, for attending those needs, and take into consideration the following benefits and choices:








Solution based on the most prestigious worldwide brand in video-surveillance: AXIS Communications.
Cost effectiveness and ease of installation of AXIS cameras
Free VMS surveillance software (AXIS Camera Companion) that allows to manage, monitor and record up to 16 cameras.
No need for a central DVR, NVR, PC or server.
The homeowners will continue to experience the amazing flexibility and usefulness of this surveillance system for some time to come
Various cameras options may be chosen according to the superb image quality and day/night functionality of the different models
offered by Flamingo.
Flamingo Networks Corp is an authorized Axis reseller for Florida, and counts on certified engineers for attending your service needs.

Mission and Solution
The growing pace of crime in suburban residential complex enforces families to explore various surveillance system options. Cost effectiveness and
ease of installation are two of the most important factors influencing the final decision.
We propose a solution that strongly relies on network cameras manufactured by the worldwide leader in this area: Axis Communications, and its
free video manager software: AXIS Camera Companion (ACC), which allows all video to be recorded on SD memory cards inside the cameras; so
eliminating the need for a central DVR, NVR, PC or server. For small budget conscious homeowners, the ACC software provides a cost-saving
opportunity to view live or recorded video, free of charge.

Result
The whole family is able to sleep easier now knowing that their home is under 24-hour surveillance. They are able to log on to the network cameras
from the comfort and safety of their upstairs bedroom, using an application on their iPad or iPhone. With the recent decision to start a family, there
is a sense of relief that the baby will have a much more secure place to come home to.

Benefits








The importance of a secure home becomes even more pronounced when children are brought into the equation. Often families want a solution
that it is capable of effectively monitoring the interior as well as the exterior of their house. This makes it possible to keep an eye on the
activities within the home, even from a remote location via Web, while still maintaining a close watch over potential threats or incidents outside
the premises.
Households demanding up to 16 cameras are benefitted from the free VMS surveillance software: AXIS Camera Companion, making each
camera an independent surveillance device. It can be used from a computer, iPad, iPhone or Android, locally or remotely.
The indoor tiny wireless cameras combine functionality, a smart design and best-in-class image quality with an affordable price tag, and makes
the installation a very easy step. For indoor use there are some models of Covert cameras that are proper for special requirements.
The outdoors cameras, very important to consider, allow to deter intruders, monitoring the rear of the home, the main entrance and/or the
garage gate. There is a broad set of camera models that meet all critical requirements for outdoor surveillance (vandal-proof, day & night, PTZ
capabilities, IR viewing, etc.). For indoor use or for some special applications (for instance for supporting ATM tellers), there are models that
are proper for Covert use.
The ability of this system to record for up to five days has already proved to be extremely practical. If it is a system no bigger than 4 cameras,
allows the possibility to record for up to a month period.
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